INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Peptides are a category of compounds that meets increasing interest as candidate therapeutics ([@B1]), and motivates numerous efforts. Owing to the progress of sequencing techniques, an increasing number of peptide sequences, validated or hypothetical is available. Over 1 800 000 candidate sequences are identified among all prokaryotes ([@B2]), and several millions of new sequences are expected from venom analyses ([@B3]), but their structures remain largely unknown. The rational design of peptides at protein/protein ([@B4]--[@B6]) and protein/membrane ([@B7]) interfaces is also raising interest ([@B8],[@B9]). Overall, computational tools to assist the structural characterization of peptidic sequences and the exploration of peptide--protein interactions are needed ([@B10]).

Presently, there are only a few on-line tools specialized for the structural characterization of a peptidic sequence. These include facilities such as CycloPS ([@B11]) for the preparation of cyclic peptides, and servers for the *de novo* structure prediction of peptides, including PEPStr and PEPStrMod ([@B12]), PEP-FOLD ([@B13],[@B14]) and PEPLook ([@B15]). The Quark server ([@B16]) can only be used for peptide sizes of more than 20 amino acids. Other tools focus on the characterization of peptide--protein interactions. PEPSite ([@B17]) and PEP-SiteFinder ([@B18]) have been designed to assist the identification of peptide binding sites on protein surfaces. The RosettaFlexPepDock ([@B19]) server will refine the structure of a peptide bound to a receptor, Galaxypepdock ([@B20]) performs similarity based docking using existing templates and the CABS-dock server ([@B21]) performs a blind docking which can be time consuming. Other tools such as pepATTRACT ([@B22]) propose to prepare files to run simulations locally, or to start from 3D coordinates for the HADDOCK server ([@B23]). Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the characteristics of the servers that accept as input a sequence and will return a 3D structure.

###### Servers proposing the structure prediction of peptides in isolation (free) or in interaction (bound)

                       min   max   free   bound
  -------------------- ----- ----- ------ -------
  PepStrMod            7     25    √      
  Peplook              2     30    √      
  PEP-FOLD3            5     50    √      √
  Quark                20    200   √      
  CABS-dock            4     30           √
  GalaxyPepDock              30           √
  RosettaFlexPepDock   5     15           √

Min, max correspond to the minimal and maximal size of the peptides accepted.

Here we present PEP-FOLD3, which is an evolution of the former PEP-FOLD server, which has proven useful to the community ([@B24]). It comes with an improved and faster peptide *de novo* structure modeling engine, which makes it possible to open the service to a wide range of peptide sizes, from 5 to 50 amino acids. We also introduce new facilities to bias peptide conformational sampling by the explicit specification of parts of decoy structures, which makes it possible to refine/revisit models. Finally, PEP-FOLD3 also comes with the possibility to generate conformations for protein--peptide complexes, guided by a user-defined patch. Similarly to previous versions, PEP-FOLD3 makes use of a coarse grained representation: the predicted conformation of the complex must be considered as a starting point for further modeling at high resolution. To the best of our knowledge, PEP-FOLD3 is the first on-line computational framework that allows the determination of a peptide conformation either free in solution, or in interaction with a protein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

PEP-FOLD3 standard protocol {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------

The PEP-FOLD3 protocol is summarized in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. It relies on three main steps. First, it is important to understand that PEP-FOLD relies on the concept of structural alphabet (SA), a probabilistic framework that can be considered as a generalization of the concept of secondary structure. Here, peptides are described as series of fragments of four amino acids, overlapping by three. Each fragment is associated with geometric descriptors and can be emitted by the 27 states of a Hidden Markov Model as previously described ([@B25]). Given the 3D conformation of a peptide of *L* amino acids, one can calculate the values of the geometric descriptors of each fragment and identify the series of *L* − 3 states that best describe the conformation, using standard Hidden Markov Models algorithms such as the Viterbi algorithm or the Forward Backward algorithm.

![PEP-FOLD3 protocol for linear peptides in solution and in complex.](gkw329fig1){#F1}

Starting from an amino acid sequence, the first step is to predict the prior probabilities (SA profile) of each fragment of the peptide to be associated with each of the 27 states of the SA. This is achieved by a Support Vector Machine that takes as input the 160 values corresponding to 8 series of 20 values. The 8 series correspond to the 4 amino acids of the fragment extended by two positions each side, and the 20 values to the PSSM inferred by PSI-BLAST ([@B26]). These prior probabilities can be biased if requested (see below).

In the second step, and unlike previous versions of PEP-FOLD, we now use the Forward Backtrack algorithm or a Taboo Sampling algorithm we have developed to generate sub-optimal series of states or trajectories - detailed performance analysis will be reported elsewhere. Each series of states then leads to the generation of one conformation using a rigid assembly procedure of prototype fragments. As previously, we grow the peptide one residue at a time. This model generation is performed in the sOPEP coarse grained representation (one bead per side chain)([@B27]). Once the peptide is complete, it is refined using 30 000 Monte-Carlo steps.

In our experience, the number of sub-optimal trajectories required to identify native of near native models can be as low as 200. This makes the 3D generation step of PEP-FOLD 10× faster than that of PEP-FOLD2, making it possible to open the PEP-FOLD3 server for peptides up to 50 amino acids while keeping the processing time reasonable. In addition, the lower limit of the peptides accepted is now 5 amino acids (which corresponds to at least one step of Forward Backtrack). The generation of all atom models from the coarse grained representation is a two step procedure. In a first step, the side chains are added using oscar-star ([@B28]). Then a fast minimization procedure using Gromacs 5 ([@B29]) is run to ensure the local backbone geometry is correct.

The last step of the protocol corresponds (i) to the identification of clusters and (ii) to the scoring of the conformations. For the modeling of peptides in their unbound conformation, the clustering does not rely on the RMSd any longer, but on the BCscore ([@B30]). We use a complete linkage clustering procedure using as distance *d* = 1 − *BCscore*, and a cut-off value equivalent to a BCscore value of 0.8, a value above which, in our observations, conformations can be considered as native. Clusters are then sorted either using sOPEP ([@B31]) or the Apollo scoring ([@B32]).

PEP-FOLD3 protocol for peptide--protein complex generation {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------

A new feature of PEP-FOLD3 is the possibility to build peptide models in the vicinity of a protein receptor. Compared to the standard protocol, this requires some adaptations.

First of all, positions must be defined at the vicinity of the receptor from which the model generation will start. In PEP-FOLD3, some knowledge of a candidate binding patch on protein surface is required. The geometric center of the alpha carbon of the residues of the patch is used as the origin from which the starting coordinates are generated using the following procedure: (i) pseudo random directions are drawn using an iterative algorithm that draws directions on the surface of a unit sphere, but making sure that too close positions are avoided by the satisfaction of a minimal distance of 0.55Å. (ii) Scanning along these directions, we use a minimal distance of 4.76Å from the center of mass, which corresponds to a minimal distance between α-carbons of a peptide and a receptor. In order not to position the peptide too far from the receptor, a maximal distance of 7Å is used and a control that the starting points are not too close from each other is made, using a minimal distance between them of 6.Å. (iii) Finally, a last control is performed to ensure the starting points are not located inside the protein, by verifying that for some of the pseudo random directions no atom of the protein is at less than a given cut-off distance value of the starting point. This procedure usually results in only a limited number of starting positions. These positions are then assigned randomly to one amino acid of the peptide to start peptide growth.

A second modification is the possibility to make the peptide position and orientation vary relatively to the receptor during the Monte-Carlo procedure. This is achieved by two mechanisms: (i) we use a pivot residue from which peptide internal conformational changes are propagated. Periodic change in the pivot residue inherently results in changes in the relative orientation of the peptide relatively to the receptor. (ii) The Monte-Carlo includes explicit translation and rotation steps of the peptide as a rigid block. As a result, the RMSd between the initial peptide and final peptide coordinates can be as large as 15Å.

Finally, for complexes, the BCscore and Apollo scores are not relevant since they have been designed for peptides and proteins in isolation, and not for complexes. The clustering is performed using the RMSd between the peptide coordinates without superimposition, given the coordinates of the receptor are fixed during the simulations. We use a cut-off value of 5.5Å which corresponds to the size of the bassin of attraction observed for Rosetta FlexPepDock ([@B19]). As well, cluster ranking can only be performed using sOPEP.

IMPLEMENTATION {#SEC3}
==============

Input {#SEC3-1}
-----

### Standard free modeling parameters {#SEC3-1-1}

First, PEP-FOLD3 requires the sequence of the peptide to model. Since the PEP-FOLD3 protocol does not currently perform better than the previous one for peptides with disulfide bonds, only linear peptides are considered. The former PEP-FOLD server is still available for disulfide bonded peptides. Optional parameters are: (i) the specification of a label that will be propagated to the file names of the models. (ii) The number of simulations---it corresponds to the number of sub-optimal trajectories that will be tested. For short peptides, a number of 100 is enough. For larger peptides 200 is recommended. (iii) The criterion to rank the models. It can be either the sOPEP energy value or the Apollo scoring ([@B32]), which should be preferred for the larger peptides.

### Biased modeling {#SEC3-1-2}

This section allows the input of a 3D model for the peptide (PDB format), and to specify which part of the model can be considered as acceptable. This is done by specifying a mask which consists in the exact same amino acid sequence as that of the model and that of the peptide, using lower case to identify regions of the model to propagate to the modeling. Note it is not the coordinates that are propagated to the model. Instead, we decode the 3D model using the Viterbi algorithm and bias the prior probabilities by setting to 1 the probabilities of the states corresponding to the residues in lower case. As a consequence, since the SA letters correspond to fragments of four amino acids, the first four amino acids cannot be distinguished and must have the same case (uppercase or lowercase).

### Protein receptor {#SEC3-1-3}

This section allows the specification of a protein receptor in PDB format. PEP-FOLD3 will reject receptor files with missing residues. Also, all ions, ligands, hetero groups will be discarded. Multiple chain receptors are not presently supported. Specifying a receptor, PEP-FOLD3 expects the identification of the residues expected to bind the peptide. Owing to the necessity to specify in a unique way the residues, each must be identified by its chain identifier, its name, its number and its insertion code, using underscore as delimiter, one residue per line. Note that for peptide--protein complexes, the number of simulations is doubled. One series is performed using standard parameters. The second one is performed after biasing the prior probabilities toward extended conformations, an outcome of our preliminary analyses. Finally, PEP-FOLD3 has in theory no hard limit in the size of the peptides bound to a receptor. The upper limit is thus, as for the modeling of peptides in isolation, of 50 amino acids. Note however, that benchmarking has been performed for a size of peptide varying between 5 and 15 amino acids.

Output {#SEC3-2}
------

The result page of PEP-FOLD3 will first propose the interactive 3D visualization of the best models using the JavaScript viewer pv (<http://biasmv.github.io/pv>). A second section presents the results of the clustering in a hierarchical manner, and sorted according to either sOPEP or the Apollo score. A link to an archive containing all the models is proposed. Individual access to the PDB files of the representatives of the five best clusters is granted. Finally, a 2D representation of the prior probabilities is depicted using a three color code to facilitate its understanding: red for helical states, green for extended stated, blue otherwise.

### Execution times {#SEC3-2-1}

PEP-FOLD3 is particularly fast. Typical runs take usually on the order of few minutes to up to 20 min depending on peptide size. For complexes, due to a larger number of simulations, typical run times are in the order of 20 min depending on peptide and receptor size. These indicative times can also vary depending on server load, but remain in most cases in the order of a few minutes to a few tens of minutes which we hope makes the service user friendly enough.

PERFORMANCE, EXAMPLES {#SEC4}
=====================

Peptide-free or biased modeling {#SEC4-1}
-------------------------------

PEP-FOLD3 performance for linear peptides is identical to that of PEP-FOLD2, which has been benchmarked for a collection of 56 peptides from 25 to 52 amino acids ([@B33]). We remind that PEP-FOLD was designed for peptides in solution, at neutral pH, not bound to membrane or ligands, and not complexed to or stabilized by metal ions. PEP-FOLD3 is able to generate near-native or native models for 95% of the 56 targets (i.e. all but three), and to return a near-native or native conformation in the top five best scored models for 80% of the targets. This performance is slightly better than existing methods such as Rosetta ([@B34]) which we found able to generate near-native or native models for 88% of the 56 targets. In some cases, users may have partial structural information which can be used to guide the simulation. In our experience, this limits the number of clusters and facilitates the identification of the native structure.

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates free modeling for the N-terminal Subdomain of Translation Initiation Factor IF2 (PDB ID: 1nd9), a peptide of 49 amino acids and for the FAF-1 UBA Domain of 40 amino acids (PDB ID: 3e21), illustrating that in few minutes, it is possible to have information about the structure of long peptides, providing a starting point for further investigations.

![**Top:** example of the N-terminal Subdomain of Translation Initiation Factor IF2 (PDB ID: 1nd9). Green: experimental structure. Wheat: best model generated (BCscore 0.71). **Bottom:** example of the FAF-1 UBA Domain (PDB ID: 3e21). Green: experimental structure. Wheat: best model generated (BCscore 0.83). The details of some side chains are depicted.](gkw329fig2){#F2}

Peptide--protein complex {#SEC4-2}
------------------------

The performance of the PEP-FOLD3 server has been assessed on a collection of 61 peptide--protein complexes of the peptiDB database ([@B35]) using the unbound structure of the receptor. These 61 complexes correspond to all the peptides of the peptiDB collection for which the unbound conformation of the protein is available, is not a multimer, for which there are no missing residues and the peptide size is of more than four amino acids. Some entries for which the unbound conformation was found to be in interaction with another peptide have also been discarded. A full table of the results is available in Supplementary Table S1. We recall that the aim of PEP-FOLD3 here is not to perform the blind docking of the peptide on the entire protein surface but instead to give the means of a preliminary exploration of the possible modes of interaction between the peptide and a receptor, when the user has some idea of the patch of interaction. The tests have been performed starting from the patch defined as the list of the residues in contact with the peptide in the experimental complex. Note that the exact definition of the patch of interaction is however not crucial: as illustrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the peptide original poses cover a large part around the starting positions. The initial conformations of the complete peptide before the Monte-Carlo refinement step can deviate by as much as 10Å and in some case by more than 20Å from the peptide in the experimental complex. We find that on average the best poses generated deviate by only 3.48Å from the experimental ones, a value similar to that obtained using the protein bound conformation, with a lowest value of 0.75Å for a peptide of 10 amino acids and a largest value of 6.99Å for a peptide of 15 amino acids. Among the 400 models, PEP-FOLD3 is able to generate a pose at \<5.5Å (medium quality) for 90% of the targets. This fraction is of 52% for a distance of 3Å (high quality). Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a pose at high quality. Considering the 10 best clusters, they contain a medium quality pose for 57% of the targets and high quality pose for 32% of the targets. Finally, the representatives of the 10 best clusters contain a medium quality pose for 48% of the cases, and high quality for only 15% of the cases. Compared to other servers such as CABS-dock, and using the common subset, the results by the two servers are very similar. It is worth to note, however, that in the present case the generation of the poses remains guided by the user which is not the case of the CABS-dock server. Using the bound conformation of the proteins does not change much the quality of the results, indicating that our current sampling procedure and the sOPEP force field can be improved for peptide--protein complexes.

![Example of Fus3 in interaction with a fragment from Ste7left (PDB ID: 2B9H). Green: the unbound form of the protein. Blue: the sphere corresponds to one starting position. Grey: some initial peptide conformations before Monte-Carlo (RMS deviations up to 20Å). Cyan: the experimental pose. Magenta: one PEP-FOLD3 best pose (RMSd 3Å)](gkw329fig3){#F3}

![Example of PDZ domain of GRIP1 in complex with liprin C-terminal peptide. Green: the unbound form of the protein. Yellow: the experimental conformation of the peptide. Wheat: the best PEP-FOLD3 pose (RMSd 1.05Å)](gkw329fig4){#F4}

CONCLUSIONS {#SEC5}
===========

PEP-FOLD3 provides a general framework for the structural characterization of peptides in solution or in interaction with a protein. For peptides in isolation, PEP-FOLD3 returns in a few minutes useful information in the five best models for 80% of the cases. For peptides in interaction with a receptor, PEP-FOLD3 10 best clusters will contain useful information in 50% of the cases, although a more in depth analysis shows medium quality poses or better are generated for over 90% of the targets. Consequently, efforts are now on improving the scoring of peptide--protein complexes.
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